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Review of Tektron TK6J5S Reference Valve Pre-amplifier 
 
 
 

 
 
 
I looked at my friend Sabih with astonishment. Do you really mean to 

tell me that this diminutive little thing can sound as good as my Three 

Box Audio Music Ultima Pre-amp costing £20,000? 

I told him that I was a reasonably experienced audiophile (with over 40 

years of listening experience) and that I had used such famous brands as 

the Cello Reference and Palette Pre-amplifier; Matisse 2-box pre, Conrad 

Johnson Premier Seven, DaVinci Impressione, Stereo Knight and many 

others. 
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Sabih, you have to remember that at present I am using the VAC CL1 

Reference Pre with the Vac Renaissance 70 Power equipped with 8 

Western Electric 300-B valves (£55,000). These were driving a pair of 

Martin Logan CLX Art Electrostatics and the ML Descent Sub-Wooofer 

(£30,000) with the ML micro-chipped programme specifically for the 

Main CLX’s. Front end was my SME Model 30 MK 2, SME V (£30,000) 

with Mysonic Platinum Signature Cartridge (£8,500). I also had the CEC 

TL-1 belt driven CD Transport (£16,000) and Fore Daisy DAC (£5,600). 

Interconnects were Ziro Audio reference and Zensati (circa £15,000+). 

First we connected to the VAC Renaissance 70. 

So we switched on this tiny olive wood box with its red illuminated 

power switch and black Alps Potentiometer (remote controlled) and 

matching selector switch for its 3 inputs. The warm glow of the 3 valves 

(all special) against the copper top plate was quite attractive. However, 

the Tektron looked as though it cost maybe a few hundred pounds 

(similar to those DIY Self Build Kits of yore). 

I listened and the hair on the back of my neck stood up. 

First we heard the vibrant voice of  Allan Taylor on Hotels and 

Dreamers. The voice and instrumentation was distinct. The vibrancy of 

his guitar strings and the sound-staging was so close to a real live 

musical event as to be remarkable. How much did you say this Pre-amp 

cost? I asked out aloud. 

Then I played The Opera Gala (Live from Baden-Baden). First Delibes 

(Flower Duet) sang by Netrebko and Garanca. Truly remarkable in 

terms of accurate and melodic sound and positioning. Just like being 
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there in the Auditorium. This was followed by the Pearl Fishers Duet 

(Bizet) (Vargas and Tezier). 

Next, I played Rob Wasserman Duets. Each track was full of incredible 

detail and musicality. I looked at this little pre-amp. It was actually quite 

pretty with its olive wood base, copper top-plate and black covered 

transformers. But no real monies had been spent on making it look super 

cool. Clearly all the expense of manufacture had gone on making its 

sound extremely musical, natural sounding and accurate imaging and 

sound-staging. I did not fall in love with its appearance, but I certainly 

fell in love with it’s sound. Clearly the Designer was doing something 

right. So, this product will only appeal to audiophiles. It will not appeal 

to hi-fi buffs. The latter live in the world of bold exaggeration; 

immediacy of bass and treble and loudness. But the Tektron lay in the 

realm of fantasy. It helped to re-produce sound that was real, lifelike 

and intoxicating. Listening became extensive because I didn’t want to 

turn the system off. Now, of course the vividness of the imaging and 

reproduction of the martin Logan’s played a great part in this. The entire 

system comprised premium components. The music sources made use 

of High-Quality recordings. Vinyl is always my first choice. But through 

the Tektron, there was  a huge improvement over my digital sources. 

The sound was really that good. 

I went home and listend to my dCS stack into Audio Music TR3 Ultima, 

Audio Music 833 Silver Monoblocks and Hansen Emperor 

Loudspeakers (fed via Zenzatti cables) or my Reimyo CDP 777 CD and 

external DAC into my Dartzeel pre-power amps and TAD 150’s. So, I am 

spoilt for choice. But I then returned to the Tektron system. All 3 systems 
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were great. But on particular material such as folk, strings instruments 

and classical, the Tektron, Edge, Martin Logan’s sounded truly 

awesome. No need to go to live shows anymore. I simply had these at 

home. 

All my other components and systems are truly excellent. But all of the 

equipment I am using are individually expensive. If you want true high-

end performance, there is a price to pay. Usually this is measured by a 

system exceeding hundreds of thousands of pounds. Tektron have 

changed all that. Now you can obtain high end performance and real 

live music sound for a fraction of the price. I just don’t know how they 

achieve that. The bottom line is that whilst Tektron Products remain 

available at bargain basement prices, grab as much of them as you can. 

Then enjoy listening to them with an added knowledge that you did not 

have to re-mortgage your home to obtain such a high-quality sound. 

Truly amazing products. I take my hat off to Tektron and to Sabih. 

 
Andrew Leon Brown-Stone 


